Attachment Evolution And The Psychology Of
Religion
Getting the books Attachment Evolution And The Psychology Of Religion now is not type of
inspiring means. You could not unaided going as soon as ebook collection or library or borrowing
from your friends to right of entry them. This is an totally easy means to specifically get guide by online. This online proclamation Attachment Evolution And The Psychology Of Religion can be one of
the options to accompany you in imitation of having other time.
It will not waste your time. take me, the e-book will very song you supplementary business to read.
Just invest tiny become old to admission this on-line proclamation Attachment Evolution And The
Psychology Of Religion as competently as review them wherever you are now.

Cornerstones of Attachment Research Robbie Duschinsky 2020
This is an open access title available under the
terms of a [CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International]
licence. It is free to read at Oxford Clinical
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

Psychology Online and offered as a free PDF
download from OUP and selected open access
locations. Attachment theory is among the most
popular theories of human socioemotional
development, with a global research community
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and widespread interest from clinicians, child
welfare professionals, educationalists and
parents. It has been considered "one of the most
generative contemporary ideas" about family life
in modern society. It is one of the last of the
grand theories of human development that still
retains an active research tradition. Attachment
theory and research speak to fundamental
questions about human emotions, relationships
and development. They do so in terms that feel
experience-near, with a remarkable combination
of intuitive ideas and counter-intuitive
assessments and conclusions. Over time,
attachment theory seems to have become more,
rather than less, appealing and popular, in part
perhaps due to alignment with current concern
with the lifetime implications of early brain
development Cornerstones of Attachment
Research re-examines the work of key
laboratories that have contributed to the study
of attachment. In doing so, the book traces the
development in a single scientific paradigm
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

through parallel but separate lines of inquiry.
Chapters address the work of Bowlby,
Ainsworth, Main and Hesse, Sroufe and Egeland,
and Shaver and Mikulincer. Cornerstones of
Attachment Research utilises attention to these
five research groups as a lens on wider themes
and challenges faced by attachment research
over the decades. The chapters draw on a
complete analysis of published scholarly and
popular works by each research group, as well
as much unpublished material.
Handbook of Psychology, Religion, and
Spirituality - Kenneth Ira Pargament 2013
"The goal of this handbook is to provide
thorough coverage of the current state of the
field: what we know about religion and
spirituality and their roles in human functioning
(as well as what we do not know), and how we
can apply this knowledge to advance the welfare
of people, individually and collectively. In
addition, we hope to spur the field forward by
encouraging greater coherence and integration
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in the field. To achieve our first goal of thorough
coverage of the psychology of religion and
spirituality, we have taken the ambitious
approach of creating a two-volume handbook. To
achieve our second goal of encouraging greater
coherence in the field, we have taken two steps.
First, we have developed an integrative
paradigm, consisting of several guiding themes
for the field. Our integrative paradigm is
introduced in the first chapter of Volume 1 and
elaborated further in the introduction to Volume
2. Readers are strongly encouraged to read
these introductory chapters to provide them with
this orienting vision for the field. We also shared
the integrative paradigm with the authors of our
chapters and asked them to work within this
overarching perspective. Second, we have
provided a strong organizing framework for
these two volumes. Although both volumes
integrate research, theory, and practice, the first
volume places greater emphasis on research and
theory, and the second volume focuses in
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

greater detail on practice"--Introduction.
(PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2014 APA, all
rights reserved).
Parenting Plan Evaluations - Kathryn Kuehnle
2012-01-09
When conducting parenting plan evaluations,
mental health professionals need to be aware of
a myriad of different factors. More so than in
any other form of forensic evaluation, they must
have an understanding of the most current
findings in developmental research, behavioral
psychology, attachment theory, and legal issues
to substantiate their opinions. As such there is
an essential need for a text focused on
translating and implementing research
associated with the most important topics within
the family court. This book addresses this gap in
the literature by presenting an organized and indepth analysis of the current research and
offering specific recommendations for applying
these findings to the evaluation process. Written
by experts in the child custody arena, chapters
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cover issues associated with the most important
and complex issues that arise in family court,
such as attachment and overnight timesharing
with very young children, dynamics between
divorced parents and children's potential for
resiliency, co-parenting children with chronic
medical conditions and developmental disorders,
domestic violence during separation and
divorce, gay and lesbian co-parents, and
relocation, among others. The scientific
information provided in these chapters assists
forensic mental health professionals to proffer
empirically-based opinions, conclusions and
recommendations. Parenting Plan Evaluations is
a must-read for legal practitioners, family law
judges and attorneys, and other professionals
seeking to understand more about the science
behind child custody evaluations.
The Handbook of Spiritual Development in
Childhood and Adolescence - Pamela Ebstyne
King 2006
This Handbook draws together leading social
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

scientists in the world from multiple disciplines
to articulate what is known and needs to be
known about spiritual development in childhood
and adolescence.
Psychological Perspectives on Religion and
Religiosity - Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi 2014-08-21
Is religion to blame for deadly conflicts? Should
religious behaviour be credited more often for
acts of charity and altruism? In what ways are
religious and ‘spiritual’ ideas, practices and
identities surviving and changing as religion
loses its political power in those parts of the
world which are experiencing increasing
secularization? Written by one of the world’s
leading authorities on the psychology of religion
and social identity, Psychological Perspectives
on Religion and Religiosity offers a
comprehensive and multidisciplinary review of a
century of research into the origins and
consequences of religious belief systems and
religious behaviour. The book employs a unique
theoretical framework that combines the ‘new’
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cognitive-evolutionary psychology of religion,
examining the origins of religious ideas, with the
‘old’ psychology of religiosity, which looks at
correlates and consequences. It examines a wide
range of psychological variables and their
relationship with religiosity. It is also provides
fresh insights into classical topics in the
psychology of religion, such as religious
conversion, the relevance of Freud’s ideas about
religion and religiosity, the meaning of
secularization, and the crucial role women play
in religion. The book concludes with the author’s
reflections on the future for the psychology of
religion as a field. Psychological Perspectives on
Religion and Religiosity will be invaluable for
academic researchers in psychology, sociology,
anthropology, political science, economics, and
history worldwide. It will also be of great
interest to advanced undergraduate students
and graduate students across the social
sciences.
The Righteous Mind - Jonathan Haidt
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

2013-02-12
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
acclaimed social psychologist challenges
conventional thinking about morality, politics,
and religion in a way that speaks to
conservatives and liberals alike—a “landmark
contribution to humanity’s understanding of
itself” (The New York Times Book Review).
Drawing on his twenty-five years of
groundbreaking research on moral psychology,
Jonathan Haidt shows how moral judgments
arise not from reason but from gut feelings. He
shows why liberals, conservatives, and
libertarians have such different intuitions about
right and wrong, and he shows why each side is
actually right about many of its central concerns.
In this subtle yet accessible book, Haidt gives
you the key to understanding the miracle of
human cooperation, as well as the curse of our
eternal divisions and conflicts. If you’re ready to
trade in anger for understanding, read The
Righteous Mind.
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Darwin and the Emergence of Evolutionary
Theories of Mind and Behavior - Robert J.
Richards 1987
With insight and wit, Robert J. Richards focuses
on the development of evolutionary theories of
mind and behavior from their first distinct
appearance in the eighteenth century to their
controversial state today. Particularly important
in the nineteenth century were Charles Darwin's
ideas about instinct, reason, and morality, which
Richards considers against the background of
Darwin's personality, training, scientific and
cultural concerns, and intellectual community.
Many critics have argued that the Darwinian
revolution stripped nature of moral purpose and
ethically neutered the human animal. Richards
contends, however, that Darwin, Herbert
Spencer, and their disciples attempted to
reanimate moral life, believing that the
evolutionary process gave heart to unselfish,
altruistic behavior. "Richards's book is now the
obvious introduction to the history of ideas about
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

mind and behavior in the nineteenth
century."—Mark Ridley, Times Literary
Supplement "Not since the publication of
Michael Ghiselin's The Triumph of the Darwinian
Method has there been such an ambitious,
challenging, and methodologically self-conscious
interpretation of the rise and development and
evolutionary theories and Darwin's role
therein."—John C. Greene, Science "His book . . .
triumphantly achieves the goal of all great
scholarship: it not only informs us, but shows us
why becoming thus informed is essential to
understanding our own issues and
projects."—Daniel C. Dennett, Philosophy of
Science
Birth of the Living God - Ana-Marie Rizzuto
2011-09-28
Utilizing both clinical material based on the life
histories of twenty patients and theoretical
insights from the works of Freud, Erikson,
Fairbairn, and Winnicott, Ana-Maria Rizzuto
examines the origin, development, and use of
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our God images. Whereas Freud postulated that
belief in God is based on a child's idea of his
father, Rizzuto argues that the God
representation draws from a variety of sources
and is a major element in the fabric of one's view
of self, others, and the world.
Neuroscience, Psychology, and Religion Malcolm Jeeves 2009-03-01
Neuroscience, Psychology, and Religion is the
second title published in the new Templeton
Science and Religion Series. In this volume,
Malcolm Jeeves and Warren S. Brown provide an
overview of the relationship between
neuroscience, psychology, and religion that is
academically sophisticated, yet accessible to the
general reader. The authors introduce key
terms; thoroughly chart the histories of both
neuroscience and psychology, with a particular
focus on how these disciplines have interfaced
religion through the ages; and explore
contemporary approaches to both fields,
reviewing how current science/religion
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

controversies are playing out today. Throughout,
they cover issues like consciousness, morality,
concepts of the soul, and theories of mind. Their
examination of topics like brain imaging
research, evolutionary psychology, and primate
studies show how recent advances in these areas
can blend harmoniously with religious belief,
since they offer much to our understanding of
humanity's place in the world. Jeeves and Brown
conclude their comprehensive and inclusive
survey by providing an interdisciplinary model
for shaping the ongoing dialogue. Sure to be of
interest to both academics and curious
intellectuals, Neuroscience, Psychology, and
Religion addresses important age-old questions
and demonstrates how modern scientific
techniques can provide a much more nuanced
range of potential answers to those questions.
Attachment in Religion and Spirituality Pehr Granqvist 2020-03-06
"The primary aim of this book is to examine the
ways in which aspects of religion and spirituality
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are linked to emotional attachment processes
and close relationships. My approach is heavily
influenced by John Bowlby's attachment theory
and the enormous amount of research it has
generated in developmental, social, and clinical
psychology. A major aim of this book is to
demonstrate the utility of approaching religion
and spirituality from the perspective of a
mainstream theory in developmental, social, and
clinical psychology. This book will educate
readers who are not yet familiar with attachment
theory and the attachment-theoretical approach
to religion and spirituality"-Theology and Psychology - Fraser N Watts
2018-01-12
This title was first published in 2002: Many
people are now interested in the relationship
between religion and science, but links between
Christian belief and psychology have been
relatively neglected. This book opens up the
dialogue between Christian theology and
modern scientific psychology, approaching the
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

dialogue in both directions. Current scientific
topics like consciousness and artificial
intelligence are examined from a religious
perspective. Christian themes such as God's
purposes and activity in the world are then
examined in the light of psychology. This
accessible study on psychology and Christian
belief offers students and general readers alike
important insights into new areas of the "science
and religion" debate.
The Evolution of Religion - Joseph Abdul Bulbulia
2008
The Evolution of Religion is a unique
transdisciplinary volume that gathers the latest
research, debates, and programmatic visions of
scholars studying religion from an evolutionary
perspective. Anyone interested in the
relationship of evolutionary science to religion
will find insight and inspiration in this striking
collection of fifty short essays from a diverse
group of renowned international scolars. Here,
God meets Darwin, and the conversation that
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ensues provides fascinating reading for those
seeking to make sense of religion's place in
nature.
Psychology & Christianity Integration - Daryl H.
Stevenson 2007
The SAGE Handbook of Evolutionary
Psychology - Todd K. Shackelford 2021-08-04
Evolutionary psychology is an important and
rapidly expanding area in the life, social, and
behavioral sciences, and this Handbook
represents the most comprehensive and up-todate reference text in the field today. Over three
volumes, the Handbook provides a rich overview
of the most important theoretical and empirical
work in the field. Chapters cover a broad range
of topics, including theoretical foundations, the
integration of evolutionary psychology with
other life, social, and behavioral sciences, as
well as with the arts and the humanities, and the
increasing power of evolutionary psychology to
inform applied fields, including medicine,
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

psychiatry, law, and education. Each of the
volumes has been carefully curated to have a
strong thematic focus, covering: - The
foundations of evolutionary psychology; - The
integration of evolutionary psychology with
other disciplines, and; - The applications of
evolutionary psychology. The SAGE Handbook of
Evolutionary Psychology is an essential resource
for researchers, graduate students, and
advanced undergraduate students in all areas of
psychology, and in related disciplines across the
life, social, and behavioral sciences.
Obsessive-compulsive Disorder - Christopher
Pittenger 2017-09-12
Obsessive-compulsive disorder affects
approximately one person in 40 and causes great
suffering. Effective treatments are available that
can help many, and our understanding of the
psychology, neurobiology, and clinical treatment
of the disorder has advanced dramatically over
the past 25 years. Nevertheless, much remains
to be learned, and a substantial minority of
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patients benefit little even from the best
treatments we have to offer today. This volume
provides the first comprehensive summary of the
state of the field, summarizing topics ranging
from genetics and neurobiology through
cognitive psychology, clinical treatment, related
conditions, societal implications, and personal
experiences of patients and clinicians. This book
is unique in its comprehensive coverage that
extends far beyond the realm of cognitivebehavioral therapy. As such it will serve as a
valuable introduction to those new to the field, a
fascinating resource for OCD suffers and their
families, and an essential reference for students,
clinicians, and researchers.
Why Gods Persist - Robert A. Hinde 2002-01-04
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint
of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Religion in Personality Theory - Frederick
Walborn 2013-12-03
Religion in Personality Theory makes clear the
link between theory and research and
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

personality and religion. Presently, most
personality texts have a limited discussion of
religion and reference few theorists other than
Freud and Maslow in relation to the subject.
This book reviews the theory and the empirical
literature on the writings of 14 theorists. Every
chapter concludes with a summation of the
current research on the theorist’s proposals.
Reviews: "Frederick Walborn has written an
excellent text that explores the degree to which
classical personality theorists were personally
influenced by and focused upon religion in
developing their personality theories. Each
theorist is presented in sufficient detail so that
their personal views of religion are seen to
influence the theories they developed. In
addition, the current status of the empirical
evidence in the psychology of religion is
explored in the context of the theorist and theory
to which the data is most relevant. Current and
up to date, this text is appropriate for either a
course in Personality or as an introduction to the
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Psychology of Religion. The author's own
comprehensive theory of religion and spirituality
creatively integrates the positive contributions
of the classical personality theorist to the
contemporary psychology of religion." -Ralph W.
Hood Jr., Professor of Psychology, University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga "In this interesting
and accessible book, Frederick Walborn
thoughtfully probes the place of religion and
spirituality in the writings of a broad range of
classical psychological thinkers and offers an
insightful critique of current empirical research
on the complex relation of religion and
spirituality to individual well-being." -Michele
Dillon, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Department
of Sociology, University of New Hampshire,
Durham, New Hampshire Identifies what major
personality theorists say about religion
Investigates whether evidence supports or
refutes predictions made by different theories
Concludes with a comprehensive integrative
theory on religion and spirituality
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

Attachment and Character - Edward Harcourt
2021
There are many exciting points of contact
between developmental psychology in the
attachment paradigm and the kinds of questions
first raised by Aristotle's ethics, and which
continue to preoccupy moral philosophers today.
The book brings experts from both fields
together to explore them for the first time, to
demonstrate why philosophers working in moral
psychology, or in 'virtue ethics' - better, the
triangle of relationships between the concepts of
human nature, human excellence, and the best
life for human beings - should take attachment
theory more seriously than they have done to
date. Attachment theory is a theory of
psychological development. And the
characteristics attachment theory is a
developmental theory of - the various
subvarieties of attachment - are evaluatively
inflected: to be securely attached to a parent is
to have a kind of attachment that makes for a
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good intimate relationship. But obviously the
classification of human character in terms of the
virtues is evaluatively inflected too. So it would
be strange if there were no story to be told
about how these two sets of evaluatively
inflected descriptions relate to one another.
Attachment and Character explores the
relationship between attachment and prosocial
behaviour; probes the concept of the prosocial
itself, and the relationship between prosocial
behaviour, virtue and the quality of the social
environment; the question whether there even
are such things as stable character traits; and
whether attachment theory, in locating the
origins of virtue in secure attachment, and
attachment dispositions in human evolutionary
history, gives support to ethical naturalism, in
any of the many meanings of that expression.
Applied Evolutionary Psychology - S. Craig
Roberts 2012
This is the first book to overtly consider how
basic evolutionary thinking is being applied to a
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

wide range of special social, economic, and
technical problems. It draws together a
collection of renowned academics from a very
disparate set of fields, whose common interest
lies in using evolutionary thinking to inform their
research.
Values, Religion, and Culture in Adolescent
Development - Gisela Trommsdorff 2012-08-27
This volume presents multidisciplinary
perspectives on the role of cultural values and
religious beliefs in adolescent development.
Psychology as Religion - Paul C. Vitz 1994
This is a virtually rewritten second edition of
New York University Professor Paul Vitz's
profoundly important analysis of modern
psychology. Vitz maintains that psychology in
our day has become a religion, a secular cult of
self, and has become part of the problem of
modern life rather than part of its resolution.
Missing the Revolution - Jerome H. Barkow
2006
"The naturalizing perspective of Darwinian
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thought has become one of the major intellectual
currents of our time, pervading contemporary
understandings of human nature and society.
Unfortunately, many social scientists in
sociology, psychology, and sociocultural
anthropology have failed to engage with it.
Barkow asks his fellow social scientists to put
aside their all-too-common preconceptions and
stereotypes of the "biological" and to consider a
powerful argument that is far different from that
of those who once invoked a vocabulary of genes
and Darwin as a justification for genocide. He
argues that the theoretical perspective that has
been so successful when applied to the behavior
of every other animal speicies can be applied
just as successfully to our own, and that the real
debate is about how to apply it."--BOOK JACKET.
The Psychology of Religion - Vassilis Saroglou
2020-10-07
Does religion positively affect well-being? What
leads to fundamentalism? Do religious beliefs
make us more moral? The Psychology of Religion
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

explores the often contradictory ideas people
have about religion and religious faiths,
spirituality, fundamentalism, and atheism. The
book examines whether we choose to be
religious, or whether it is down to factors such
as genes, environment, personality, cognition,
and emotion. It analyses religion’s effects on
morality, health, and social behavior and asks
whether religion will survive in our modern
society. Offering a balanced view, The
Psychology of Religion shows that both
religiosity and atheism have their own
psychological costs and benefits, with some of
them becoming more salient in certain
environments.
God Attachment - Tim Clinton 2010-08-03
God. Whether one loves him, hates him, denies
or defies him, it is hard to deny the worldwide
fascination with God. This book explores why
and suggests a personal response to the God
Attachment in all of us. Why has the human
race, the world over, been so fascinated with . . .
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some might say obsessed with . . . God? This
built-in attachment to God crosses religious,
political, ethnic, cultural, and generational
barriers. Drs. Clinton and Straub reveal
fascinating research about this worldwide
phenomenon. From avoidant, anxious, and
fearful to secure and personal, the range of
responses to our internal attachment to God has
a profound influence on the way we do
relationships, intimacy, and life choices. With
helpful self-assessments, intriguing questions,
and surprising revelations, this book moves from
worldwide statistics to personal challenge,
offering the means to become securely attached
to God in a way that can have positive effects on
our attitudes, approach to life, and overall life
satisfaction.
The Believing Primate - Jeffrey Schloss
2010-10-07
Over the last two decades, scientific accounts of
religion have received a great deal of scholarly
and popular attention both because of their
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

intrinsic interest and because they are widely
seen as potentially constituting a threat to the
religion they analyse. The Believing Primate
aims to describe and discuss these scientific
accounts as well as to assess their implications.
The volume begins with essays by leading
scientists in the field, describing these accounts
and discussing evidence in their favour.
Philosophical and theological reflections on
these accounts follow, offered by leading
philosophers, theologians, and scientists. This
diverse group of scholars address some
fascinating underlying questions: Do scientific
accounts of religion undermine the justification
of religious belief? Do such accounts show
religion to be an accidental by-product of our
evolutionary development? And, whilst we seem
naturally disposed toward religion, would we
fare better or worse without it? Bringing
together dissenting perspectives, this
provocative collection will serve to freshly
illuminate ongoing debate on these perennial
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questions.
The Science of Religion, Spirituality, and
Existentialism - Kenneth E. Vail III 2020-04-04
The Science of Religion, Spirituality, and
Existentialism presents in-depth analysis of the
core issues in existential psychology, their
connections to religion and spirituality (e.g.,
religious concepts, beliefs, identities, and
practices), and their diverse outcomes (e.g.,
psychological, social, cultural, and health).
Leading scholars from around the world cover
research exploring how fundamental existential
issues are both cause and consequence of
religion and spirituality, informed by research
data spanning multiple levels of analysis, such
as: evolution; cognition and neuroscience;
emotion and motivation; personality and
individual differences; social and cultural forces;
physical and mental health; among many others.
The Science of Religion, Spirituality, and
Existentialism explores known contours and
emerging frontiers, addressing the big question
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

of why religious belief remains such a central
feature of the human experience. Discusses both
abstract concepts of mortality and concrete
near-death experiences Covers the struggles and
triumphs associated with freedom, selfregulation, and authenticity Examines the roles
of social exclusion, experiential isolation,
attachment, and the construction of social
identity Considers the problems of uncertainty,
the effort to discern truth and reality, and the
challenge to find meaning in life Discusses how
the mind developed to handle existential topics,
how the brain and mind implement the relevant
processes, and the many variations and
individual differences that alter those processes
Delves into the psychological functions of
religion and science; the influence on pro- and
antisocial behavior, politics, and public policy;
and looks at the role of spiritual concerns in
understanding the human body and maintaining
physical health
The Evolution of Personality and Individual
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Differences - David M. Buss 2011
Capturing a scientific change in thinking about
personality and individual differences, this
volume provides theories and empirical evidence
which suggest that personality and individual
differences are central to evolved psychological
mechanisms and behavioural functioning.
The Moral Animal - Robert Wright 1995-08-29
One of the most provocative science books ever
published—"a feast of great thinking and writing
about the most profound issues there are" (The
New York Times Book Review). "Fiercely
intelligent, beautifully written and engrossingly
original." —The New York Times Book Review
Are men literally born to cheat? Does monogamy
actually serve women's interests? These are
among the questions that have made The Moral
Animaled one of the most provocative science
books in recent years. Wright unveils the genetic
strategies behind everything from our sexual
preferences to our office politics—as well as
their implications for our moral codes and public
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

policies. Illustrations.
The Cognitive Science of Religion - James A. Van
Slyke 2016-03-23
The cognitive science of religion is a relatively
new academic field in the study of the origins
and causes of religious belief and behaviour. The
focal point of empirical research is the role of
basic human cognitive functions in the formation
and transmission of religious beliefs. However,
many theologians and religious scholars are
concerned that this perspective will reduce and
replace explanations based in religious
traditions, beliefs, and values. This book
attempts to bridge the reductionist divide
between science and religion through
examination and critique of different aspects of
the cognitive science of religion and offers a
conciliatory approach that investigates the
multiple causal factors involved in the
emergence of religion.
The Psychology of Religion and Place - Victor
Counted 2019-11-01
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This book examines the role of religious and
spiritual experiences in people’s understanding
of their environment. The contributors consider
how understandings and experiences of religious
and place connections are motivated by the need
to seek and maintain contact with perceptual
objects, so as to form meaningful relationship
experiences. The volume is one of the first
scholarly attempts to discuss the psychological
links between place and religious
experiences.The chapters within provide insights
for understanding how people’s experiences
with geographical places and the sacred serve as
agencies for meaning-making, pro-social
behaviour, and psychological adjustment in
everyday life.
Why We Believe in God(s) - J. Anderson
Thomson 2014-07-01
In this groundbreaking volume, J. Anderson
Thomson, Jr., MD, with Clare Aukofer, offers a
succinct yet comprehensive study of how and
why the human mind generates religious belief.
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

Dr. Thomson, a highly respected practicing
psychiatrist with credentials in forensic
psychiatry and evolutionary psychology,
methodically investigates the components and
causes of religious belief in the same way any
scientist would investigate the movement of
astronomical bodies or the evolution of life over
time—that is, as a purely natural phenomenon.
Providing compelling evidence from psychology,
the cognitive neurosciences, and related fields,
he, with Ms. Aukofer, presents an easily
accessible and exceptionally convincing case
that god(s) were created by man—not vice versa.
With this slim volume, Dr. Thomson establishes
himself as a must-read thinker and leading voice
on the primacy of reason and science over
superstition and religion.
Evolutionary Psychopathology - Marco Del
Giudice 2018-07-06
Mental disorders arise from neural and
psychological mechanisms that have been built
and shaped by natural selection across our
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evolutionary history. Looking at psychopathology
through the lens of evolution is the only way to
understand the deeper nature of mental
disorders and turn a mass of behavioral, genetic,
and neurobiological findings into a coherent,
theoretically grounded discipline. The rise of
evolutionary psychopathology is part of an
exciting scientific movement in psychology and
medicine -- a movement that is fundamentally
transforming the way we think about health and
disease. Evolutionary Psychopathology takes
steps toward a unified approach to
psychopathology, using the concepts of life
history theory -- a biological account of how
individual differences in development,
physiology and behavior arise from tradeoffs in
survival and reproduction -- to build an
integrative framework for mental disorders. This
book reviews existing evolutionary models of
specific conditions and connects them in a
broader perspective, with the goal of explaining
the large-scale patterns of risk and comorbidity
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

that characterize psychopathology. Using the life
history framework allows for a seamless
integration of mental disorders with normative
individual differences in personality and
cognition, and offers new conceptual tools for
the analysis of developmental, genetic, and
neurobiological data. The concepts presented in
Evolutionary Psychopathology are used to derive
a new taxonomy of mental disorders, the FastSlow-Defense (FSD) model. The FSD model is
the first classification system explicitly based on
evolutionary concepts, a biologically grounded
alternative to transdiagnostic models. The book
reviews a wide range of common mental
disorders, discusses their classification in the
FSD model, and identifies functional subtypes
within existing diagnostic categories.
Attachment, Evolution, and the Psychology
of Religion - Lee A. Kirkpatrick 2005-01-01
In this provocative and engaging book, Lee
Kirkpatrick establishes a broad, comprehensive
framework for approaching the psychology of
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religion from an evolutionary perspective.
Kirkpatrick argues that religion is a collection of
byproducts of numerous psychological
mechanisms and systems that evolved for other
functions.
Culture and the Cognitive Science of Religion James Cresswell 2017-10-30
Culture and the Cognitive Science of Religion is
the first book to bring together cultural
psychology and the cognitive science of religion
(CSR). Containing much-needed discussion of
how good research should do more than simply
follow methodological prescriptions, this
thought-provoking and original book outlines the
ways in which CSR can be used to study
everyday religious belief without sacrificing
psychological science. Cresswell’s pragmatist
approach expands CSR in a radically new
direction. The author shows how language and
culture can be integrated within CSR in order to
achieve an alternative ontogenetic and
phylogenetic approach to cognition, and argues
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

that a view of cognition that is not based on
modularity, but on the dynamic connection
between an organism and its milieu, can lead to
a view of evolution that makes much more room
for the constitutive role of culture in cognition.
As a provocative attempt to persuade
researchers to engage with religious
communities more directly, the book should be
essential reading for academics, researchers and
postgraduate students, as well as psychologists
interested in the cognitive science of religion,
theological anthropology, religious studies and
cultural anthropology.
Where God and Science Meet - Patrick
McNamara 2006
Explains in clear terms the new findings and
evidence fathered on the science of religion neuroscience, evolutionary and cognitive science
- featuring some of the most noted authorities in
the new field of neurotheology.
Research in the Social Scientific Study of
Religion, Volume 29 - Andrew Village 2018-10-16
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The 29th volume of RSSSR includes a wide
range of papers related to individual and
congregational expressions of religion. It
includes two special sections on the National
Church Life Survey in Australia and on the
Ideological Surround Model.
Evolution, Early Experience and Human
Development - Darcia Narváez 2012-11-29
The field of cognitive psychology has expanded
rapidly in recent years, with experts in affective
and cognitive neuroscience revealing more
about mammalian brain function than ever
before. In contrast, psychological problems such
as ADHD, autism, anxiety, and depression are on
the rise, as are medical conditions such as
diabetes, obesity, and autoimmune disorders.
Why, in this era of unprecedented scientific selfknowledge, does there seem to be so much
uncertainty about what human beings need for
optimal development? Evolution, Early
Experience and Human Development asserts
that human development is being misshaped by
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

government policies, social practices, and public
beliefs that fail to consider basic human needs.
In this pioneering volume, scientists from a
range of disciplines theorize that the increase in
conditions such as depression and obesity can be
partially attributed to a disparity between the
environments and conditions under which our
mammalian brains currently develop and our
evolutionary heritage. For example, healthy
brain and emotional development depends to a
significant extent upon caregiver availability and
quality of care. These include practices such as
breastfeeding, co-sleeping, and parental social
support, which have waned in modern society,
but nevertheless may be integral to healthy
development. As the authors argue, without a
more informed appreciation of the ideal
conditions under which human brains/minds
develop and function, human beings will
continue to struggle with suboptimal mental and
physical health, and as problems emerge
psychological treatments alone will not be
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effective. The best approach is to recognize
these needs at the outset so as to optimize child
development. Evolution, Early Experience and
Human Development puts forth a logical,
empirically based argument regarding human
mammalian needs for optimal development,
based on research from anthropology,
neurobiology, animal science, and human
development. The result is a unique exploration
of evolutionary approaches to human behavior
that will support the advancement of new
policies, new attitudes towards health, and
alterations in childcare practices that will better
promote healthy human development.
Learning to Trust - Marilyn Watson 2018-07-31
Learning to Trust describes a constructivist
approach to classroom management and
discipline that was developed by the Child
Development Project, a multiyear research and
development project that applied attachment
theory, care, and self-determination theories to
the elementary school classroom. In this book,
attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

Marilyn Watson provides an overview of the
research on attachment theory and a detailed
description of its implications for teaching and
classroom management, while chronicling one
teacher, Laura Ecken, and her second-third
grade class in a high poverty school across two
years as she implements the Child Development
Project and manages the class, guided by
attachment theory. Watson documents in detail
Laura's day by day and week by week efforts to
build caring, trusting relationships with and
among her students and describes the many
steps Laura takes to guide the class into
becoming a caring, learning community while
also meeting her students' individual needs for
autonomy and competence. Of course, not all
goes well in this very real classroom and the
ways Laura manages the pressures of
competition and students' many misbehaviors,
ordinary and serious, are clearly and sometimes
humorously described. Such teaching is not
easy, and is counter to more controlling
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management approaches common in many
schools. The book concludes with a chapter on
how teachers might find support in their current
schools for this more collaborative approach to
classroom management, as well as a chapter
that includes reflections from a number of the
students seven years after leaving the class.
In Gods We Trust - Scott Atran 2004-12-09
This ambitious, interdisciplinary book seeks to
explain the origins of religion using our
knowledge of the evolution of cognition. A
cognitive anthropologist and psychologist, Scott
Atran argues that religion is a by-product of
human evolution just as the cognitive

attachment-evolution-and-the-psychology-of-religion

intervention, cultural selection, and historical
survival of religion is an accommodation of
certain existential and moral elements that have
evolved in the human condition.
The Psychology Of Religion - Bernard Spilka
2019-05-20
Theory in the psychology of religion is in a state
of rapid development, and the present volume
demonstrates how various positions in this field
may be translated into original foundational
work that will in turn encourage exploration in
many directions. A number of new contributions
are collected with previously published pieces to
illustrate the
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